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Eliminate paper forms. 
 Capture digital field forms! 

Build CUSTOM forms. Capture field data YOU need. Eliminate paper forms for good.

For years AboutTime clients have been asking for a way to digitize 
their unique business forms. We are excited to announce the release 

of a new AboutTime module that extends digital form collection into 
the field and allows you to create custom form templates for collecting 
data such as work orders, accident reports, safety info, materials usage, 
inventory, inspections, surveys and much more. 

On top of the core AboutTime mobile data collection system, 
FormsXPress allows you to capture custom data by building form 

templates for essentially any type of information you wish to collect. 
You can even control what employees have rights to populate data into 
your forms from their mobile device in the field. The forms can also 
be associated to an employee, job/location, task, and/or asset in the 
AboutTime system to create a seamless relationship. Forms can be 
printed and saved as PDF and other common file formats. 

Associate to employees, locations, tasks, assets
Embedded tables
Textual data entry
Numeric data entry
Date and time stamps
Select one answer from a list
Select multiple answers from a list
Save and organize historical forms
Save as PDF, HTML, Excel, CSV and more
GPS location coordinates*
Ability to add signatures*
Take picture images*
Record video clips* 
Record audio notes*
(*Apple iOS and Android OS)

TouchCenter FormsXPress 

 Available NOW 

 ControlCenter FormsXPress 

 Available NOW 

Apple iOS and Android OS FormsXPress 

 Available Q3 2012

Receive accurate and legible digital 
forms from the field any time you 

want. It is fast and easy to build your 
forms and deploy them to specific 
employees in the field. Once a form 
is populated a simple sync sends the 
completed form into your office.

Manual data entry is inefficient for everyone, now your field 
employees can populate your forms on the same mobile devices 

they already use AboutTime for every day. In addition you can go far 
beyond the limitations of paper by capturing and addding rich content 
to your forms such as pictures, audio, GPS and digital signatures, all 
neatly organized and associated with employees, jobs/locations, tasks 
and/or assets in the AboutTime ControlCenter.

Stop using spreadsheets and paper forms for good. Call AboutTime 
today to see how you can leverage your existing AboutTime system 

to capture custom digital forms. 


